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Dr. Walser Dental GmbH has been manufacturing dental instruments for distribution worldwide since1948. The company has
registered numerous patents. Developments for dentists by dentists include a sophisticated system of tooth filling matrices,
the so-called Walser® Matrices with forceps. This perfect modern system is the outcome of exhaustive scientific and
practical experience and the continued development of a wide variety of shapes and sizes. Many parts are manufactured
effortfully by hand since the company was founded. It is very important for us to hold and to safe jobs in Germany. Why
dentists work with Walser® Dental Matrices in more than 100 countries daily: Dentists trust us as manufacturers for dental
instruments since we have developed this ingenious matrix system for the practice from the practice and manufacture it inhouse by hand. Practical and scientific experiences were brought in into this perfect system of today by the steady
development of various fits for decades.

Walser® Matrix O-shape. One grip. Click. Fits.
Unlike conventional matrices and sectional matrices you can put a
Walser® matrix with a single motion. In seconds! The annoying
fiddling in the mouth of your patients has an end. Watch for yourself.
Our user video shows you how quickly and easily you can put on a
Walser® matrix over a cofferdam clamp. At complete fit and need
seldom wedges! Also particularly suitable for composites. Time is
money. Also in your surgery. The "One grip. Click. Fits."- principle of
the Walser® matrix pays off.
www.walser-dental.com/en/walser-matrices/clips-matrixsystem/application-clip-o-shape/

Walser® Matrix X-shape. One grip. Click. Fits.
Ideal for children and adults. X-shape for two fillings
simultaneously. In the medication of two dihedral fillings and
existing interdental space the X-shape brings a real facility especially for children. Because usually due to their impatience,
only one filling will be laid. That will not only please the children!
Unlike conventional matrices and sectional matrices you can put or
remove a Walser® matrix with a single motion. In seconds! Time is
money. Also in your surgery.
http://www.walser-dental.com/en/walser-matrices/clips-matrixsystem/application-clip-x-shape/

Walser® Matrix ON-shape. One grip. Click. Fits.
Filling most posterior teeth - special matrix cervically tightened
around the tooth: Conventional matrix systems do not provide a
convincing solution for most posterior teeth and extra large molars,
because most posterior teeth can not be wedged. Unlike Walser:
The no. 23/24 is ideal for such cases. It fits disto-cervically
automatically, comfortably placed in seconds with one hand
movement, prevents overstuffing and saves you from the grinding
away of surplus. A real facility!
www.walser-dental.com/en/walser-matrices/clips-matrix-system/
application-clip-shape/

Awards:

www.walser-dental.com/en/awards

The Walser® Dental Matrix for biplane fillings has been awarded as “Best of” in the category medical engineering and
belongs to the best of the Industry Award 2017 and 2016.
The innovative Walser® Dental Matrix convinced the top-class jury consisting of professors, scientists, industry
representatives, experts and editors particularly and thus belongs to the top of all applications submitted. Already last year
and the year before, Dr. Walser Dental has been awarded as one of the best for their innovative dental matrices.
In the treatment of two biplane fillings and existing interdental space, the X-shape matrix brings a real relief - especially with
children. Because with the Walser® X-shape matrices two biplane fillings can be placed simultaneously.

Economy-calculator:

www.walser-dental.com/en/walser-matrices/economy-calculator

As our economy-calculator shows, up to 8000 EUR can be saved per year in a practice in relation to the use of
sectional matrices and over 4000 EUR compared to the use of screwing systems.

